AXIS Camera
Station
Integrator
Suite.
Surveillance design,
installation and
management
made simple.

Today’s customers want simple, reliable and complete
security solutions that are easy to install and maintain.
Now, with AXIS Camera Station video management
software, you can meet customer’s expectations and
perform each installation more efficiently.

What is AXIS Camera Station?
AXIS Camera Station is a video management system that’s ideal for installations such as schools and
manufacturing sites. It gives customers complete control over their whole surveillance and security
system, helping them to handle incidents effectively and export high-definition evidence, quickly.
Depending on your customers’ needs, they can also add features to help them communicate with visitors,
secure entrances and exits, handle deliveries and even enhance system performance through analytics.
AXIS Camera Station makes it all possible.

Individual and reliable
You can build the system based on
standard PCs and servers. Or, to make
it even easier, you can choose an
out-of-the box recorder as a base to
build a complete end-to-end solution
- all tested and with Axis quality and
exceptional support.

What is AXIS Camera
Station Integrator Suite?
The all-in-one toolkit will help you complete processes faster,
build long-lasting customer relationships and even generate
new sources of income by offering value-added services
and additional system capabilities. AXIS Camera Station
Integrator Suite is the smart, simple way to manage your
customers’ AXIS Camera Station installations at every step,
from design through to installation – and beyond.

1

Effective design & selling

With AXIS Site Designer on your laptop or tablet, you can
manage the whole design process effectively. You can
make instant changes, use video resolution examples to
select the right cameras, add camera names and retention
times. You can even enter customer specific instructions
for the installer

2

Quick installation

Save valuable time and minimize costly mistakes by
automatically importing all configurations directly
from AXIS Site Designer to AXIS Camera Station.

3

Smooth deployment

Take testing out of the office and into the real world.
Perform on-site system verifications and ensure everything
is working properly, with AXIS Installation Verifier.

4

Useful documentation

Once you’ve run your tests, get an automaticallygenerated post-sales report. It can help with training,
trouble-shooting, future installations and system
status follow-ups.

5

Simple maintenance

Log in to AXIS Camera Station System Health Monitoring to
check all end-customer installations and get status updates
on individual cameras and servers.

Want to find out more?

If you’re an integrator interested in
growing your business by selling end-toend solutions using AXIS Camera Station,
visit www.axis.com/integrator-suite
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